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STABILITY PROPERTY OF MÖBIUS MAPPINGS

T. IWANIEC

ABSTRACT. Let F be an arbitrary class of continuous mappings acting and

ranging on domains in R" which is invariant under similarity transformations

of Rn and the restriction of a map to any subdomain. The class Mob of

Möbius mappings acting in Rn is of particular interest. Assume that the class

F is "c-uniformly close" to Mob. Then we show that any map in F is either

constant or a local quasiconformal homeomorphism. As a corollary we obtain

a distinctly elementary proof of the Local Injectivity Theorem for quasiregular

mappings.

Introduction. A sense preserving diffeomorphism /: fi —* R", where fi is a

domain in R™, is said to be conformai if its Jacobian matrix Df(x) at every point

x G fi is a similarity transformation of R™. This means that / satisfies a nonlinear

system of p.d.e.

(1) (Df(x))T(Df(x)) = J(x,f)2/nI,

where J(x, f) denotes the Jacobian determinant and / is the identity matrix.

For n = 2 this matrix equation coincides with the Cauchy-Riemann system. For

this reason the solutions of (1) should be viewed as n-dimensional analogues of

the analytic functions of one complex variable. For n > 3, however, system (1)

is overdetermined and in this setting it behaves more like an ordinary differential

equation system than like a typical partial differential equation. That is why the

family of all solutions of (1) depends on a finite number of real parameters. More

precisely, seeking solutions in the Sobolev space W^ loc(fi), n > 3, one finds

THEOREM.   Every nonconsant solution of (1) is a Möbius transformation.

Recall that a Möbius transformation is any finite composition of reflections in

spheres or planes.

This result, referred to as Liouville's Theorem, was first proved without any a

priori regularity hypothesis by F. W. Gehring [2] for locally injective mappings. The

general case was treated by J. Resetniak [5]. A purely analytic proof, independent

of any result of quasiconformal mapping theory, was given by B. Bojarski and the

author [1] in studying a local uniqueness criterion for system (1), the so-called Point

Cauchy Problem.

There have been many efforts to generalize the theory of analytic functions to

higher dimensions. The theory of holomorphic functions of several complex vari-

ables offers one possibility. Other efforts resulted in the concept of a quasiregular

map (q.r. map).
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DEFINITION (J. ReSetniak). A map f: fi -> R" ¿s stw'd £o be K-quasiregu-

lar, 1 < K < oo, if f G W^ loc(fi) and if

(2) \Df(x)\n<KJ(x,f),    a.e.

The smallest K for which (2) holds is referred to as the distortion of /. In what

follows the distortion is treated as a parameter classifying all quasiregular map-

pings. The case K = 1 is extremal and inequality (2) reduces to the n-dimensional

Cauchy-Riemann system (1). Generally, for n > 3, the number K — 1 provides a

measure of the "nearness" of the if-q.r. map to a Möbius map. We will not discuss

q.r. mappings in detail but a few points deserve clarification.

It is natural that in the study of q.r. mappings one must use the technique of

p.d.e., especially those methods concerning nonlinear degenerate elliptic equations.

The early papers by J. Resetniak opened the way to the treatment of q.r. maps

using topological arguments, a program carried out by O. Martio, S. Rickman,

and J. Väisälä. Employing both analytical and geometric properties of a q.r. map

V. M. Goldstein [3], O. Martio, S. Rickman, and J. Väisälä [4] proved the following.

LOCAL InjectIVITY THEOREM. Every K-q.r. map in a domain o/Rn, n > 3,

with K sufficiently close to 1 is either constant or a local homeomorphism.

Thus topologically nontrivial q.r mappings in higher dimensions exist only in the

presence of large distortion. As a matter of fact this theorem is a direct consequence

of the Liouville Theorem and stability properties of Möbius mappings. There is very

little we need to know about q.r. mappings, essentially the compactness property

of quasiregular mapping families. Let us frame this subject in greater generality

to make the arguments used, as well as the intrinsic nature of the result obtained,

more apparent. For this, instead of q.r. maps, we consider a one-parameter family

7 — {Ft}t>o, where the Ft are fairly general classes of mappings acting on do-

mains in Rn, n > 2. It will be reasonable to assume that the Ft are invariant

under restrictions and elementary transformations of Rn (see conditions (i)-(ii)).

We require that Ft approach the Möbius class as t tends to zero, in the sense of

Definition 1. Under these few assumptions we are led to the conclusion: For small

t every map f G Ft must be constant or a local quasiconformal homeomorphism.

Moreover we obtain a uniform estimate for the linear dilatation of mappings in

Ft (see Theorem 1). Hence, one sees that the only reasonable mappings close to

Möbius are those which are (1 + e)-quasiconformal.

Theorem 1 applies to the K-q.r. families (i = K — l e.g.) giving a new proof of the

Local Injectivity Theoerem. The method presented here is distinctly elementary,

so avoids appealing to a number of nontrivial results concerning q.r. mappings. In

particular, the openness, the discreteness, and the structure of the branch set of a

q.r. map are not utilized. Note that an estimate for the "radius of injectivity" is

also provided by Corollary 1.

For a detailed discussion of stability in the Liouville Theorem in more than two

variables and of related topics we refer the reader to the recent book by J. Resetniak

[6]. We believe that some of the ideas described below are pertinent in other

contexts, for instance, in the study of homogeneous systems of p.d.e.
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1. c-uniform variation of a mapping set. Given Euclidean spaces R™ and

Rm, a mapping set F is any collection of continuous mappings / : fi —► Rm, where

fi is a (variable) open subset of R". Whenever we wish to specify the domain, say

fi, of a map / in F, we write / G F(ü).

Throughout this paper the mapping sets are tacitly assumed to be:

(i) closed under localization: f G F(ü) implies f\u G F(U) for any subdomain

U C fi, and

(ii) translation and dilation invariant: if the map y = f(x) belongs to F, so also

do the mappings y = f(x + x0), y = f(x) + y0, y = /(Ax), and y = Xf(x), where

xo G R™, yo G Rm, and A is a positive scalar.

If / : fi —► Rm is bounded we denote

|/|n = sup |/(x)|.
xeu

A sequence {/fc}fc=i,2,...> fk : fi —> Rm, is said to be bounded if |/fe|n < M < oo

for k =  1,2,_    It is said to converge c-uniformly to a map /: fi —> Rm if

lim |/fe — f\c = 0 for every compact G C fi.

DEFINITION 1. Let F be a mapping set. By a c-uniform variation of F we mean

a one-parameter family 7 = {Ft}t>o of mapping sets Ft subject to the conditions

(*) Fo = F;
(**) from any bounded sequence {fk} with fk G Ft|c(fi) and tk —> 0, it is possible

to extract a subsequence converging c-uniformly to a map in F(ü).

Such variation families typically occur in the study of homogeneous systems of

p.d.e., where the c-uniform convergence follows from expedient a priori estimates.

In what follows the results depend on a function r = r(t), t > 0, associated with

a given variation 7 — {Ft}t>o of F.

Let B be the unit ball in R". Introduce the following distance function:

d(f,g) = m1?(l-\x\)\f(x)-g(xj\.

For t > 0, define

(3) r(t) =    sup        min     d(f,d>).
fEF.(B)   <¿€F(B)      U'^

»<*      ¿(0)=/(0)
I/Ib<i

Notice that the map 4> G F(B), (j)(0) = /(0), which minimizes d(f,4>) exists by

condition (**) in Definition 1.

Clearly, r(i) is an increasing function and r(0) = 0. More importantly

(4) lim r(í) = 0.
v ' t^o

To prove this assume to the contrary that r(tk) > to > 0 for some sequence tk —> 0.

This means there exist mappings fk, k = 1,2,..., such that

fkGFSk(B),    0<sk<tkl        |/fc|B<l,

and

(5) d(fk,(p)>T0

for each <j> G F(B) normalized by <j>(Q) = fk(0).
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By condition (**) a subsequence {/*„}, v — 1,2,..., can be selected which

converges c-uniformly on B to a map / 6 F(B). A contradiction arises from

substituting <f) = f - /(0) + fk„ (0) into (5) and letting the subindex u go to infinity.

Now the definition of r(t) gives

LEMMA 1. Suppose f G Ft(B), where B = B(a,r) is an arbitrary ball in Rn.

There exists 4> G F(B) such that

(6) 4>ia) = fia),     If-^gK-L- \f\B,        r = r(t),
i — o~

for every a G [0,1).

(Here and in what follows the notation oB is used for the ball B(a,or).)

PROOF. With the aid of elementary transformations of variables of R" and Rm

the problem reduces to the unit ball B and |/|b = 1- (The case |/|b = 0 is trivial.)

By (3) we find a map (p G F(B) such that 0(0) = /(0) and d(f, </>) < r. This implies

(6), since 1 — \x\ > 1 — o in the ball o"B.

Since it is an immediate consequence of simple compactness arguments, Lemma 1

might be viewed as a very crude stability result. We shall see, however, that this

lemma is strong enough to allow for useful applications. Owing to the geometry

of balls in R", various properties of mappings in F can be carried over to the

mappings in Ft for small t. Note that all estimates occurring in the sequel will be

effective, apart from the presence of the function r(i).

2. The Möbius mappings. For notational convenience it is advantageous to

include constant mappings in the Möbius mapping set. Therefore a map 4>: fi —>

Rn, fi C R™, n > 2, will be called Möbius if it is either constant or the restriction to

fi of a Möbius transformation acting in R". We should point out that the notation

<p G Möb(fi) includes the assumption that the pole p — 0_1(oo) does not lie in fi.

The complete Möbius mapping set, where the domain of a map is left unspecified,

will be denoted by

Möb=    (J   Möb(fi).
ncR"

We shall use the following characteristic property of a Möbius transformation.

Given four distinct points x, y, u, v in R™, the cross-ratio of these points is

|x-tt| \y-v\

\x — y\\u — v\

Every Möbius transformation <f> preserves cross-ratios.   Using this invariance of

cross-ratios twice we obtain a very useful formula:

t~\ i \<l>(x) - 4>(y)\ , i \4>(u) - 4>M\
\x — y\ \u — v\

where p = </>_1(oo) is the pole of 4>. Should p — oo, the obvious reduction occurs

in this identity, which also holds for a constant map.

The next two propositions should be interpreted as the distortion inequality and

averaged Harnack estimate for Möbius mappings.
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PROPOSITION  1.   Let B = B(a,r) and cpG Möb(B).   Then

(8) max    \4>(x) — <j)(a)\ <-    min    \<p(x) - <j>(a)[
\x—a\<<jr 1 — C |x — a\=ar

for every a G [0,1).

PROPOSITION 2.   Let(pG Möb(B), B = B(a,r), and let 0 < v < a < 1.  Then

(9)
a — w

\oB < —-^WWB-
1/(1-tf)

PROOF. We may assume that B is the unit ball B and that <p is nonconstant.

In particular, |p| > 1 for p — </>_1(oo). Apply identity (7) to y = v = 0 and to

arbitrary x and u such that |i| = |u| = a.

(x) - 4>(0)
\u-p\

\x-p\

This, along with the elementary inequality

\<¡>(u) - <p(0)

\U-P\ \p\  +CT   <    1   +0-

\x-p\      \p\-o      l-o-

proves Proposition 1.

To prove Proposition 2 we let w be an arbitrary point in the unit ball. We apply

(7) to the quadruple

(x,y,u,v) = ( OW,VW, r-
vp      up

\P\

to get

\4>(o~w) — 4>(vw)

<

(a - v)(\p\2 - v2)\w\

2u\p — o~w\ \p — vw\

(a-u){l + v)
-2|0|,/

(up

VIpI
up'Ñ

B-
2u(l-a)

Since ow and uw vary over the balls <tB and i^B we conclude

(a - u)(l + u)
|<AUb<    1 +

o- -W

1/(1 -c

|<A|«/B-

VB

1/(1-ff)

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.

From now on 7 = {if}t>n will be a fixed c-uniform variation of the Möbius

mapping set. Whenever we appeal to Lemma 1 we do so under the assumption

that n — m, F — Mob, and r = r(i), the stability function associated with the

variation 7. Our immediate goal is to carry over Propositions 1 and 2 to the

classes Ft for small t. We forgo possibly more sophisticated estimates in favor of

simple arithmetic.
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3. Harnack's estimates.   We begin with the following auxiliary proposition.

Proposition 3. Let feFt(Q). Then

(10) I/|4B/5<8|/|2B/5 + 19t|/|b

for every ball B C fi, where r = r(i).

PROOF.   Apply Lemma 1 with a = | and Proposition 2 with a = |,f = |.

Then by the triangle inequality

I/Ub/5 < I0I4B/5 + 1/ - <AUb/5 < 8|0|2B/5 + 5t|/|B

<8|/|2B/5 + 8|/-0|2B/5 + 5t|/|b.

To estimate |/ — <¡>\2b/5 apply Lemma 1 again, but with o = i. This gives (10).

The next step is to eliminate the undesirable term 19r|/|B from (10).   The

following geometric lemma gives a clue to achieving this.

LEMMA 2.   Let f be bounded in fi and satisfy

(11) 2|/|4B/5<M|/|2/5B + ¿|/|B

for every ball B C fi, where M > 1 is a constant independent of the ball.  Then f

satisfies Harnack's inequality:

(12) 1/1(1-,')* ^ MI-1|/I(1-«)B

/or every ball B C fi, w/iere | < g < 1 and 1 = 1,2,....

PROOF. For notational simplicity we assume that B in (12) is the unit ball B.

Fix q G [§, 1) and consider an ascending sequence of concentric balls

Bm = (l-qm)B,        m = l,2,....

Note that
1 - qm > 2(1 - q)qm-1

for m = 2,3,-Now consider an arbitrary ball B' c Bm with radius 2(1—q)qm~1.

Of course the collection of such balls B' cover Bm.  On the other hand, one sees

that

iß'cßm_i    and      |ß'Cßm+i

for m = 2,3,_Applying (11) to the ball \B' gives

2|/|b<<M|/|b,/2 + ^|/|5B74.

Hence

2|/|Bm < M\f\Bm_, + ¿|/fßm+J

or, equivalently

(13) 2M"m|/|Bm < M-^-^I/Ib^-x + M-(m+1)|/|Bm+I

for m = 2,3,_Fix an integer / > 2. Sum (13) over m> I, change indices in the

summation sign and cancel out those terms with m > / + 1 as follows:
oo oo oo

2£M-"|/|Bm<   Y   M~m\f\Bm+   Y   M~ml/lBm-
m—l m=l— 1 m=Z + l

Hence |/|B| < M\f\B^mi for I = 2,3,.... By iteration, |/|B, < M^l/Ißi, which
obviously holds for I = 1 as well. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Now we are ready to formulate Harnack's inequality for mappings in Ft.
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LEMMA 3. Let f G Ft(ü), where t is small enough to satisfy r = r(t) < 0.001.

Then for every ball B C fi

(14) |/|B/2 < 2(4-4')/'|/|,B,

where 0 < p < |.

PROOF. It suffices to prove (14) when / is bounded in B. The general case would

follow by applying this particular case to any smaller concentric ball. Inequality

(10) and t < 0.001 guarantee that the hypothesis of Lemma 2 is satisfied with

M = 16, from which we infer

l/ld-^JB < lß'-Vld-^B.

Put q = (1 — p) > \ and let I be the integer such that (1 — p)/p < I < 1/p.

Bernoulli's inequality yields

qi < q{i-p)/P = f1 + L_2J < (1 + 1}-i = i.

Hence 1 - ql > \. This implies (14).

4. Distortion inequality and local injectivity. Proposition 1 can be carried

over to the mappings in Ft as follows.

LEMMA 4. Let B = B(a,R) be a ball in Rn and let f G Ft(B), where t is so

small that t = r(t) < 0.00001.  Then

(15) max    |/(x) - /(o)| < (\±% + 3 • 2V)     min     \f(x) - f(a)\
\x-a\<pR \ 1 — 2/9 )  \x-a\=pR

for every p G (0,\\.

PROOF. By elementary transformations this problem reduces to the case a = 0

and f(a) = 0. Applying Lemma 1 to the ball B(0, ^R) and a = 2p < \ we find a

map cp G Möb(|ß) such that 0(0) = 0 and

|/-4>U<2r|/|B/2.

By Harnack's inequality (see Lemma 3) this gives

|/-^B<24/"-3r|/|,B.

On the other hand we have the following distortion estimate for the Möbius map

d>:
max \à(x)\ < -   min   |</>(x)|.

\x\<pR *  1 - 2p \x\=pR '    V   ;l

This follows from Proposition 1 applied to the ball B(0, \R) and a = 2p. The rest

of the proof is a matter of applying the triangle inequality,

\S\pB < \4>\PB + \f~ <t>U < \^~ , min   \<p(x)\ + 1/ - 4>\PB
1 — ¿p \x\=pR
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Hence

(16) |/|pB < ^ , min   |/(i)| +24^1r|/|pB.
Í — ¿p \x\=pR

In particular for p = | we have

l/U/4 < 3   min   |/(x)|+0.4|/|B/4,
|x|=B/4

and so

l/lß/4 < 5   min   |/(x)|.
|x|=ß/4

Notice that the last inequality holds for any concentric ball smaller than B as well,

giving

|/|pB<5min   |/(a:)|
\x\=pB

KutiivTuniT   +r\   /"Iß I   \jfor every p G (0, |]. Returning to (16) we finally arrive at

iJSi^is(ri|+3-2l/")Äl/w|-

COROLLARY 1. Let fi C R™ be connected and let f be an arbitrary nonconstant

map in it(fi), where t is so small that r(t) < 0.00001. Then f is infective in every

ball B such that 9B c fi.

PROOF. Suppose that there are distinct points a,b G B, where 9B C fi, such

that f(a) = f(b). It is geometrically clear that 4|6 — a\ < dist(o,5fi). Applying

(15) to p = \ and R = 4|6 - a\ yields

max   j/(x)-/(a)|<5|/(6)-/(a)|=0.
\x — a\<R

This shows that / is constant on the ball B(a, \R). By repitition of this argument
4J

we find that / is constant on the whole domain fi, contrary to hypothesis.

Summary. To state the conclusion we need finally the following metric defini-

tion of a quasiconformal map.

DEFINITION (F. W. GEHRING). A local homeomorphism f: fi -» R™, fi C

R™, is said to be K-quasiconformal, 1 < K < oo, if

(.-, T^max|x_a|=r |/(i) - f(a)\
(I7) hm^-'-—-—-TT--T < K

r^o mm¡x_a]=r \f(x) - f(a)\

for each a G fi.  The smallest K for which (17) holds is called the linear dilatation

of f.   We denote it by Kj.

It follows from Lemma 4 that every nonconstant map / G Ft, where r(i) <

0.00001, is locally quasiconformal. Its linear dilatation can be estimated uniformly

by means of the parameter t.

Denote by

K(t) = sup{K/; f G Ft and / is nonconstant}

for t such that r(t) < 0.00001. Then by (15)

K(t)<mfi[lY±fp+S-24^-T(t);0<p<l

which shows that K(t) = 1 + o(l) as t goes to 0.
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THEOREM 1.   Consider a c-uniform variation 7 = {Ft}t>o of the Möbius map-

ping set in R", n > 2. For sufficiently small t the following is true:

(a) every nonconstant map f in Ft is a locally quasiconformal map,

(b) there exists K(t) = 1 + o(l) such that Kf < K(t) for every nonconstant

fGFt.
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